Data Diagnostics Troubleshooting Guide
Drill Down
Through Cases

Dips or spike in data
diagnostic*

Is this reflective of
clinical practice? Was
there a practice change
during this timeframe
that explains the
change?

No

Have there been any
mapping changes done
recently that may have
affected this
diagnostic?

Yes

*Does not apply to
billing, mortality,
length of stay, or
case volume
diagnostics.
Contact the
technical team
directly for issues

No

Select data point in
question and ‘Open
Case List’. Explore case
list for any relevant
finds.

Assess for cases in red
that likely should have
had the relevant data
(ex: For “Cases with
Intraop Bolus
Medications”, look for
cases that should have
bolus meds that are
red”)

Compare cases with
the data that the
diagnostic looks at (in
white) and cases
without the relevant
data (in red)

Yes

Are there any trends in
the dates of the “red”
cases?

Diagnostic is likely
accurate. Confirm with
providers at your site
and attest to diagnostic
accuracy if appropriate

Check applicable file/
module in “Import
Manager Assistant” for
any errors on the days
that are missing cases.
Are errors present?

Yes

Did the diagnostic
improve?
No

No

Yes

Great! Attest to
diagnostic accuracy
and add any relevant
comments. Historical
data will likely improve
over time. Make a note
to follow up and look
for resolution of issue

Re-visit the mapping
change in Variable
Mapper and adjust as
needed**

**For location
related
diagnostics, visit
the Location
Mapper instead of
Variable Mapper

Open the case in Case
Viewer and look for the
relevant data. Is the
relevant data present?

Yes

No

Check mapping. If
mapped to an
inappropriate concept,
change in Variable
Mapper. Check against
concepts listed in
‘Diagnostic Description’

Mapping
Changes

No

Explore other
possibilities:
Is diagnostic reflective
of clinical practice? Is
the data missing from
the extract?

Yes

Yes

Were there additional
mapping changes to be
done?

Yes

Make mapping changes
and wait for handoff to
complete (likely
overnight) and check
again tomorrow to see if
Diagnostic improved.
Check “Diagnostic
Executed” Date/time for
latest refresh

No

Open case in EHR and
check to see if the
relevant data is present
on case. Is the relevant
data in the EHR?

Compare the relevant
data in the EHR to
Case Viewer. Does it
appear in ‘Chart’ view?
Try searching for the
data in ‘Record Search’
or exploring
Uncategorized tables in
‘Table View’

Is the data in the EHR
also in Case Viewer?

Yes

Unexclude the variable
and re-map as
appropriate

No

If the relevant data is
not in the EHR AND is
not in Case Viewer,
then no further
investigation of case is
needed. Return to case
list and continue to
open other cases

No

Check Variable Mapper
for the data that is in
EHR but not in Case
Viewer. Was this data
marked as ‘excluded’?

No

This relevant data may
be missing from your
extract. Reach out to
your local technical
team with specific
MRNs, Case IDs, and
screenshots to
troubleshoot further

Yes

Contact your local
technical team and
outline any errors
found

